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In the background information 
of images clues can be found that 
indicate that the image was artifi-
cially created. (photo: ms)

Humans often have no chance 
whatsoever of distinguishing arti-

ficially created images, audio or 
videos from the real deal.  

This is why researchers of the 
Horst Görtz Institute for  

IT Security are working on  
automated recognition

Vladimir Putin stands behind a lectern and addresses 
the USA: he has very much the means to undermine 
democracy in the USA – but he claims that he doesn’t 

have to. The US would take care of that themselves. Society is 
divided already. The video looks real – but it is not. Youtube 
is flooded with such clips, some of which are quite well done, 
some of which are not. “It’s still a lot of work, but if you want 
to, you can, for example, superimpose the face of a famous 
person on the body of another person so skilfully that viewers 
won’t notice it at first glance,” says Jonas Ricker.

For his doctoral thesis, which he is writing at the Facul-
ty of Computer Science, he has specialised in fake images. 
The focus of his work, however, is not videos but photos. He 
can whip up several links at the drop of a hat that will show 
you pictures of people who don’t exist or where you can try 22
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Looks like the real thing: 
this wool elephant was 
created by text-to-image 
generation. (photo: Hug-
ging Face)

THIS IS HOW  
ARTIFICIALLY GENERATED 

IMAGES REVEAL THEIR 
TRUE COLOURS 

Deep Fake

▶

to guess whether the picture of the depicted person is real or 
not. The fake images are generated using deep learning, a ma-
chine learning method – hence the name “deep fake”. “When 
older methods are used, you can sometimes spot anomalies 
in the symmetry,” he points out. “For example, different ear-
rings will be a telltale sign, as will asymmetrical glasses. But 
the methods are getting better and better, and studies have 
proven that people tend to be rather bad at distinguishing real 
images from fake ones.”

One process for generating such images is called GAN, 
short for generative adversarial networks. “Basically, such net-
works are always divided into two parts: one part generates the 
image, another, the so-called discriminator, decides whether 
the generated image looks real or not,” Jonas Ricker illus-
trates. “Picture it like this: one part is a counterfeiter, the oth- 23
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er part is the police who have to tell fake banknotes from real 
ones.” The artificial intelligence makes this decision on the 
basis of many real images that are fed in as a learning dataset. 
At first, the generator merely generates any random pixels. As 
it progresses, it learns more and more through feedback from 
the discriminator. The discriminator also gets better and bet-
ter at distinguishing the generator’s images from real ones. 
The generator and discriminator train each other, so to speak, 
which ultimately results in images that look deceptively real.

In an article published in 2020, Jonas Ricker’s former col-
league Joel Frank describes a way of detecting fake im ages. 
The key lies in the so-called frequencies. “It’s difficult to ex-
plain what frequencies are in images,” says the researcher. 
The best way is to think of frequencies as light-dark differ-
ences. Low frequencies are common in people’s faces. High 
frequencies can be found in hair, for example, and they are 
perceived at a more subconscious level. Consequently, an im-
age in which high frequencies have been altered will look al-

most exactly the same to us as the original image. How ever, 
technology is not so easily fooled: “When it comes to high 
frequencies, GAN-generated images show characteristic devi-
ations from real photos,” explains Jonas Ricker. In artificially 
generated images, high frequencies occur in excess. This is 
traceable, and it allows the images to be distinguished from 
real photos.

Jonas Ricker is currently working on another class of 
models for image generation, the so-called diffusion models. 
While GANs were already introduced in 2014, diffusion mod-
els have only been researched for roughly three years, with 
outstanding results. “The basic principle of diffusion models 
sounds surprising at first,” says Ricker: “A real image is de-
stroyed step by step by adding Gaussian noise. After a few 
hundred steps, no image information is left, the image is 
completely distorted. The goal of the model is now to reverse 
this process to reconstruct the original image – which is a 
difficult problem.”24
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The key is not to predict the image directly, but to proceed 
step by step, as with noise. With a sufficiently large amount 
of training data, the model can learn to make a noisy image a 
little bit less noisy. By repeating the process again and again, 
completely new images can then be created from random 
noise. “One weakness of this method is the long processing 
time due to the several hundred steps involved,” admits Jonas 
Ricker. “Still, techniques for optimisation have already been 
introduced and research is constantly making progress.”

Recently, diffusion models have caused quite a stir with 
so-called text-to-image generation. This allows images to be 
generated on the basis of text input – with an astonishing level 
of detail. These models are trained with the aid of countless 
image-text pairs sourced from the internet. Both this data 
collection and the actual training require a lot of computing 
power and are therefore extremely expensive. Until recent-
ly, only large companies like Google (Imagen) and OpenAI 
(DALL-E 2) were able to train these models in high quality – 

Artificial intelligences are 
able to create images that 

humans cannot distin-
guish from photographs. 

(photos: ms)

  
ULTIMATELY, 

ANY IMAGE MAY 
BE TREATED 
WITH SUSPI

CION AND CAN 
BE POTENTIALLY 
DISPUTED, EVEN 

IMAGES THAT 
ARE USED AS 

EVIDENCE IN A 
COURT OF LAW. 

 
Jonas Ricker

▶ 25
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and they keep the models largely under wraps. Today, there’s 
also “stable diffusion”, a freely accessible model that anyone 
can use, provided that their computer has enough power. The 
requirements are moderate, and websites do exist that allow 
you to create images for your own texts.

The diffusion model is powered by an organisation that 
has the necessary resources and computing power thanks 
to a donation. “The model is already very good at generating 
deceptively real images and will continue to improve in the 
future,” believes Jonas Ricker. This makes it even more diffi-
cult to distinguish real images from those generated in this 
manner. Here, the frequency approach is already less accurate 
than it is for GAN images. “Another approach is to use the 
reflections of light in the eyes in order to tell the difference – 
this, at least, is possible with pictures of humans,” says Jonas 
Ricker. He’s currently testing various approaches that make it 
possible to distinguish images generated by the model from 
real photos. A universal detector that works for all types of 
GAN images doesn’t actually work that well for this type of 
image – unless you fine-tune it to make it more accurate. This 
means that the detector, which is supplied with a lot of real 
and fake images as learning material along with the relevant 
information if they are indeed real or fake, is fed additional 
training data in order to optimise the detection for the new 
data. This is how it can learn to correctly tell which images 
have been generated by the diffusion model. How it does this, 
however, is unclear.

The ability to distinguish between real and fake images is 
crucial not only in order to expose fake news, including those 
in video format, but also to detect fake profiles on social me-
dia. Such profiles are used on a large scale, for example to 
influence public opinion in the political arena. “This is ex-
actly what the CASA Cluster of Excellence aims to do: expose 
large-scale adversaries such as governments or intelligence 
agencies that have the resources to use deep fakes to spread 
propaganda,” says Jonas Ricker.

The detection of fake photos is also relevant under crim-
inal law, for example when it comes to unintentional porno-
graphy in which people’s faces are pasted onto the bodies of 
others. “Generally speaking, the mass of artificially created 
images leads to a loss of trust, including the trust in reputable 
media, points out Jonas Ricker. “Ultimately, any image may 
thus be treated with suspicion and can be potentially disput-
ed, even images that are used as evidence in a court of law.”

Even though Ricker aims to ensure that fake pictures can 
be detected automatically, he reckons that it will ultimately 
come down to something else entirely: “I think in the end of 
the day genuine pictures will have to be certified,” he spec-
ulates. “A feasible approach might be to use cryptographic 
methods, which would have to be integrated in the photogra-
pher’s camera, making every genuine image verifiable beyond 
doubt.”

md

  
THE MASS OF 
ARTIFICIALLY 
CREATED IMAGES 
LEADS TO A  
LOSS OF TRUST, 
INCLUDING  
THE TRUST IN  
REPUTABLE  
MEDIA.  
Jonas Ricker
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WHICH PERSON IS REAL?
Quiz

One of	each	pair	of	faces	is	real,	the	other	one	is	artificially	generated.	Which	faces	are	real?	 
The answers can be found on page 62.  

All images are taken from the website whichfaceisreal.com.
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EDITOR’S DEADLINE

The rabbits in the CASA Universe 

are startled: the seemingly well-se-

cured access to Rabbit Mark’s carrot 

stash has been hacked and all winter 

supplies have been stolen. The brave 

bunny Betty then starts looking for 

support at the nearby CASA Hub C – a 

mysterious place that is supposed to 

hold solutions for digital security. Thus 

begins the adventure of Betty the bun-

ny, the protagonist of the first science 

comic from the Cluster of Excellence 

CASA. Along with Betty, the readers ex-

plore the Research Hub and learn about 

the research priorities and challenges 

that the scientists in the Research Hub C “Secure 

Systems” deal with on a daily basis. Find out how 

to read this and more CASA comics at no cost at: 

 ì casa.rub.de/en/outreach/science-comics

Answers  

DEEP FAKE-QUIZ

The following faces 

are real:

1a, 2a, 3b, 4a, 5b, 6a
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